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• The Standard Model

• The Plot

• Collecting Evidence

• A Suspect

• SUSY (very little on that today)

• A Simple Observation

• Parity

• Extra Dimensions
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The Standard Model in Words
• Matter is built of spin 1/2 particles that interact by 

exchanging 3 different kinds of spin 1 particles 
corresponding to 3 different (gauge) interactions

• The matter fermions and the weak bosons have “mass”

• There appear to be 3 generations of matter particles

• The 4 different matter particles in each generation carry 
different combinations of quantized charges characterizing 
their couplings to the interaction bosons

• Gravitation is presumably mediated by spin 2 gravitons

• Gravitation is extremely weak for typical particle masses

• There appear to be 3 macroscopic dimensions
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About the Standard Model
• It’s a theory of interactions:

• Properties of interaction bosons in terms of couplings, 
propagations, masses are linked:

• Measuring a few allows us to predict the rest, then measure and 
compare with expectation

• Properties of fermions are inputs

• It’s remarkably successful:

• Predictions verified to be correct at sometimes incredible 
levels of precision

• After ~30 years, still no serious cracks

• But no information about the nature of particles
4
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Many Fundamental Questions
• What exactly is spin? Or color?  Or electric charge?  

Why are they quantified?

• Are there only 3 generations?  If so, why?

• Why are there no neutral, colored fermions?

• What is mass?  Why are particles so light?

• Is there a link between particle and nucleon masses?

• How does all of this reconcile with gravitation?  
How many space time dimensions are there really?

• ...
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The Plot
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Vector Boson Scattering
• There is in fact one known problem with the 

standard model:

• If we collide W’s and Z’s (not so easy...), the scattering 
cross-section grows with the center of mass energy, and 
gets out of control at about 1.7 TeV

• This is similar to “low” energy neutrino scattering:

• If q2 << (MW)2, looks like a “contact                                  
interaction”, and cross-section grows                            
with center of mass energy

• But when  q2 ≈ (MW)2, W-boson                                             
propagation becomes visible, and “cures” this problem
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The Higgs Boson
• One way to solve the VBS problem, is to introduce a 

massive, spinless particle (of mass < ~1 TeV)

• Couplings to W and Z are fixed, quantum numbers are 
known...

• .... to be those of the vacuum

• Its mass is unknown, and its couplings to the fermions are 
unknown....  well, maybe

• Fermions can acquire mass by coupling to this Higgs boson, so 
their couplings could be proportional to their masses.  This is 
called the “standard model Higgs”
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Precision Measurements
• If so, we can say something 

about the standard model 
Higgs mass

• If the fermions get their mass 
from the Higgs, we know all 
couplings and can infer the 
Higgs  mass from precision 
measurements

• Result is very sensitive to 
measured top quark, W boson 
masses

• Really wants a “light” Higgs boson
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Higgs Drawbacks
• In principle, with the addition of a Higgs boson 

around 150 GeV particle physics could be 
“complete”

• Like Mendeleev’s table for chemistry

• But by itself, the Higgs is very unsatisfactory:

• Why are the couplings to the fermions what they are?

• Dumb luck (aka landscape)?

• What is the link to gravity?

• Why does the Higgs break the symmetry?

• Why are there 3....?
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The Plot Thickens
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Higgs Mass
• Higgs, in fact, also 

acquires mass from 
coupling to W’s, 
fermions, and itself!

• These “mass terms” are 
quadratically divergent

• Drive mass to limit of 
validity of the theory

• So we expect the Higgs 
mass to be close to the 
scale where new physics 
comes in....  
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Collecting Evidence
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DØ at the Tevatron
• Tevatron: 1.96 TeV 

center of mass proton-
antiproton collider

• Run I in early 90’s led to 
the discovery of the top 
quark

• Run II since 2001 has led 
to lots of interesting 
results, but no Higgs 
seen yet

• Main focus is the Higgs 
search now 
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ATLAS and the LHC
• 14 TeV proton - proton

• Start operations in 2008

• Compared to Tevatron:

• Production cross-sections 
increase by 1-2 orders of 
magnitude for ~100 GeV 
objects

• 100x luminosity

• Superior detectors
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LHC Schedule

Sector 5-6 
cooldown 
ongoing

Sector 4-5: 
thermal 
instability 
prevented 
ramping to more 
than 8.5 kA (12 
kA needed for 7 
TeV)
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A Suspect
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Supersymmetry
• Symmetry between bosons and fermions: for each 

boson/fermion, there is an associated fermion/boson

• Fermionic and bosonic loop corrections to the Higgs 
mass cancel each other: Higgs mass is naturally at 
the “electroweak scale” provided SUSY partners 
exist at that mass

• String theory wants SUSY, but not necessarily at the 
electroweak scale
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Good SUSY, Bad SUSY
• SUSY has a number of attractive features

• “Explanation” for low Higgs mass, and EWSB

• Gauge coupling unification

• Dark matter candidate (but R-parity is ad hoc)

• No new interactions

• But answering those questions comes at a large cost

• Many new particles, with masses and mixing angles

• Need to explain why SUSY mass scale is so low (or high)

• Do away with the mystery of spin?
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A Simple Observation
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Higgs and Fermion Masses
• Inside a generation, the more a fermion interacts, the 

heavier it is

• (Of course, we don’t know that the τ-ντ lepton generation 
doesn’t really match up with the d-u quark generation)

➡ Pattern suggests fermion masses might be related to 
a more complex mechanism

• Indirect relation to interactions?

• Higgs may then only be relevant for VV scattering, 
relaxing mass constraints
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Spin & Mass
• Problem with mass is that it allows a particle to 

change helicity

• And, of course, since parity is maximally violated in weak 
interactions, this “breaks the symmetry”

• Deeper understanding of spin as useful to making 
progress as a Higgs observation

➡ Scenario of restoration of parity might lead to 
understanding of fermion masses

• No necessarily strict left-right... 
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Parity
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Parity Restoration: Signals
• Primary signals are (right-handed) W’, Z’

• Dilepton resonances offer clean signals, well-understood 
backgrounds

• At LHC, some concern about extrapolation of calibration from Z 
to very high energies

• Electron/muon resolution improves/degrades with pT

• tt decays visible (maybe)

• νR is presumably heavy,  W’ may only decay to quarks

• If νR lighter than W’/Z’, νR decays become important

• Note: many kinds of Z’ - recent review by Langacker

24
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Z’ Production and Decay
• Production from u, d quarks 

is dominant at LHC

• Couplings vary by model

• E.g. for LR symmetric models, 
κ = gR/gL drives production 
cross-section (convolute with 
PDFs) and branching ratios

• Decays somewhat similar to 
Z (but almost no BR to light 
neutrinos, decays to top open 
up), plot assumes νR heavier
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.7. (a) 95% CL lower bound and (b) 5! discovery reach for a Z’ as a function
of the integrated luminosity at the LHC for "(red), #(green), $(blue), the LRM with
% = 1(magenta), the SSM(cyan) and the ALRM(black). Decays to only SM fermions is
assumed.
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Fig. 1.8. Resonance shapes for a number of Z’ models as seen by ATLAS assuming
MZ′ = 1.5 TeV. The continuum is the SM Drell-Yan background.

question of how to ‘identify’ a particular Z’ model once such a particle is
found. This goes beyond just being able to tell the Z’ of Model A from
the Z’ from model B. As alluded to in the introduction, if a Z’-like object
is discovered, the first step will be to determine its spin. Based on the
theoretical discussion above this would seem to be rather straightforward
and studies of this issue have been performed by both ATLAS45 and CMS46.

T. Rizzo, hep-ph/0610104

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2005-010
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Z’ → ee
• Most promising channel:

• At Z’ masses, energy resolution 
dominated by constant term

• 10 GeV for 1.5 TeV electron

• Could measure width!

• Extend Tevatron reach as 
soon as understand data

• Backgrounds very low!

• Study currently being updated 
with best full simulation
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Z’ → μμ: Early Potential
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• CMS 1 TeV Zη study

• Narrower than SSM (7 vs 
31 GeV), but dominated 
by detector anyway

• Cross-section 2-3 times 
smaller than SSM

• Note: statistics scaled 
down, so fluctuations “not 
to scale”

New ATLAS
Result Soon
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Z’ → μμ Reach
• 5σ discovery reach

• Systematics don’t change 
these results much

• 2-3 TeV with 1 fb-1

• 3-4 TeV with 10 fb-1

• Again, assumes no 
“exotic” decays

• Discovery reach about 
700 GeV below 95% CL 
limit at highest masses Z’ mass (TeV)
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“Look Elsewhere” Effect
• If search is done by counting 

experiment in a shifting mass 
window, need to factor in “look 
elsewhere” effect

• CDF does this

• Global fit to the DY spectrum is 
a better approach

• Shape analysis more sensitive

• No look elsewhere problem if 
single global fit
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Spin Determination
• Look at angle between 

lepton and beam direction

• Spin 1 particles tend to 
emit leptons closer to beam

• Plot is potentially 
optimistic: sensitivity is in 
the forward region where 
lepton identification not 
nearly as efficient or pure
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The distribution expected from a spin-1 resonance is also shown. The cuto! in the
detector acceptance at |!| = 2.5 removes events at large | cos "!|. For heavy gravi-

tons, which are produced with little longitudinal momentum, the e!ect is relatively
sharp in cos "!, while for lighter gravitons and Drell-Yan processes, the acceptance

loss reaches to lower | cos "!| values.
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Figure 4: The angular distribution of data (points with errors) in the test model for

mG = 1.5 TeV and 100 fb"1 of integrated luminosity. The stacked histograms show the

contributions from the Standard Model (SM), gg production (gg) and qq̄ production (qq̄).

The curve shows the distribution expected from a spin-1 resonance.

A likelihood function was constructed to quantify the information in the angular
distributions, defined as

L = xq · fq("!) · Aq(M, "!)/Iq(M) + xg · fg("!) · Ag(M, "!)/Ig(M)

+xDY · fDY ("!) · ADY (M, "!)/IDY (M) (4.1)

where xi is the fraction of the events from each contributing process, fi("!) is the
angular distribution of the process, Ai(M, "!) is the acceptance of the detector as a
function of the mass of the electron pair and "!, and

Ii(M) =
! 1

"1
fi("

!) · Ai(M, "!) d cos "! (4.2)

i = q, g, DY for the processes qq̄ ! G, gg ! G, and qq̄ ! Z/#! respectively. Only

the shape of the distribution is used in the statistical tests, and the coe"cients x are

8

B. Allanach et al, JHEP 0009:019,2000

100 fb-1

RS Gravitons
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Model Determination
• Angular distribution gives 

excellent handle on gV, gA 
for various fermions

• Charm may be possible

• This will come after an 
initial determination of 
branching ratios 
(obviously)

• Complementary 
information in determining 
nature of resonance

31
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Z’ Phenomenology and the LHC 23

the cross section, !ll, on and below the Z’ peak (it is generally very small
above the peak), (ii) the corresponding values of AFB and (iii) the width,
!Z! , of the Z’ from resonance peak shape measurements. Recall that while
AFB is B insensitive, both !ll and !Z! are individually sensitive to what
we assume about the leptonic branching fraction, B, so that they cannot
be used independently. In the NWA, however, one sees that the product of
the peak cross section and the Z’ width, !ll!Z! , is independent of B. (Due
to smearing and finite width e"ects, one really needs to take the product of
d!+/dM , integrated around the peak and !Z! .) Table 1.2 from an ATLAS
study48 demonstrates that the product !ll!Z! can be reliably determined
at the LHC in full simulation, reproducing well the original input generator
value.
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Fig. 1.11. CMS analysis of Z’ model di!erentiation employing AF B assuming MZ! = 1
or 3 TeV.

Let us now consider the quantity AFB. At the theory level, the angle
"! employed above is defined to be that between the incoming q and the
outgoing l". Experimentally, though the lepton can be charge signed with
relative ease, it is not immediately obvious in which direction the initial
quark is going, i.e., to determine which proton it came from. However, since
the q valence distributions are ‘harder’ (i.e., have higher average momentum
fractions) than the ‘softer’ q̄ sea partons, it is likely49 that the Z’ boost
direction will be that of the original q. Of course, this is not always true
so that making this assumption dilutes the true value of AFB as does, e.g.,

CMS Note 2005/022
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Z’/W’ → jj
• In the dijet channel, the backgrounds are obviously 

much larger

• But not necessarily unmanageable: DØ published a Run 1 
search for resonances in the dijet channel

32
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Dijets

Dileptons

(PRD Rapid Comm. {69}, 111101 (2004))
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Z’ → νRνR
• If νR is lighter than m(Z’)/2, 

decay channel opens up

• νR subsequently decays to 
lWR* (assuming WR is 
heavier than νR), leading to 
signature with two leptons 
and 4 jets

• Or other combinations if       
m(νR’) < m(νR), for example 
more leptons

• Since νR is majorana, can get 
same-sign leptons!
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Since the two Majorana neutrinos in the final state are identical particles, the partial
widths !(Z ! ! !l!l) and !(Z ! ! NlNl) become :

!(Z ! ! !l!l) =
1

2

g2mZ!

192"cos2#W
4g!

A
2

!(Z ! ! NlNl) =
1

2

g2mZ!

192"cos2#W
4gN

A
2
(1" 4$N)

3
2

Note that g!
A/gN

A = tan2#W # 0.3 : !(Z ! ! !l!l) is thus much smaller than !(Z ! ! NlNl).

The default version of the PYTHIA 6.136 [16] event generator has been modified in order
to include these couplings for the Z ! boson. The possible decay products of Z ! are a
qq̄ pair, a l+l" pair, a !l!l pair, and a NlNl pair if mZ! $ 2mNl

(we assume that the
Z " Z ! mixing angle vanishes : Z ! does not decay into W+W"). Figure 1 shows how the
branching ratios of the various Z ! decay modes depend on the mass of the right-handed
Majorana neutrinos (we assume that mNe = mNµ = mN! ).
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Figure 1: Branching ratios of the Z ! boson decay channels when mNe = mNµ = mN! .

2.2 Decays of the right-handed Majorana neutrinos

If the mixing between WL and WR is negligible, and if the right-handed Majorana neutri-
nos are lighter than the WR boson, then Nl, when produced, immediately decays into a
charged lepton l± and an o"-shell W #

R, which leads to the production of either a qiq̄j pair
or a l!Nl! pair, if mNl! < mNl

. Note that, since Nl is a Majorana particle, it decays either
into a negatively charged lepton l" or into a positively charged lepton l+.

Br(Nl ! l+...) = Br(Nl ! l"...) = 50%.

3

If νR is light, lepton 
and jets collimated
➝ leptons embedded 

in merged jets

ATL-PHYS-2000-034
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Z’ → νRνR (2)
• Backgrounds include tt, ZZ, ... + jets, but also WR!

34

Therefore, the cross section for pp ! WR ! eNe depends on the mass of the Z ! boson,
and it is between one and two orders of magnitude higher than the cross section for
pp! Z ! ! NeNe.

The pp ! WR ! eNe process is usually easily suppressed by requiring that the two
selected (e1jajb) and (e2jcjd) combinations have very close invariant masses, except when
the two electrons coming from pp!WR ! eNe have similar energies, which mainly occurs
when rZ is close 0.3-0.4 : in such a case, they can fake a NeNe pair when associated with
four jets. In order to reduce the background B, we thus require that :

• 0.8 mNe " minv(e1jajb) " 1.1 mNe

• 0.8 mNe " minv(e2jcjd) " 1.1 mNe

• (0.9# 0.2rZ) mZ! " minv(e1e2jajbjcjd) " 1.1 mZ!

For the calculation of the ratio S/
$

B, the signal S and the background B are integrated
over these mass windows. Here, we assume that mWR and mNe were already derived
from the study of pp! WR ! eNe, and that mZ! was already derived from the study of
pp! Z ! ! l+l".

When necessary (i.e. if it improves the ratio S/
$

B), we also require that :

minv(e1e2j1j2) " 0.9 mWR or minv(e1e2j1j2) % 1.1 mWR

Shown on Figure 3 are the reconstructed mass spectra for the two selected (e1jajb) and
(e2jcjd) combinations, as well as for the (e1e2jajbjcjd) system, for both the signal (with
mZ! = 3 TeV/c2 and mNe = 1 TeV/c2) and the background.
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Figure 3: Reconstruction of Ne and Z ! in the ATLAS detector when mZ! = 3 TeV/c2 and
mNe = 1 TeV/c2 (an integrated luminosity of 300 fb"1 was considered). The expected
background events are shown with dashed lines.
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Here, with the cuts on minv(e1e2j1j2) and on the transverse energies of j3 and j4, one
obtains S = 116 (which corresponds to an overall e!ciency of 18.5% for the signal) and
B = 135 (with 19 events coming from the Standard Model background processes, and a
rejection e!ciency of 99.90% for the Left-Right Symmetric Model background processes).
Therefore, one has S/

!
B " 10 : it is enough to validate the observation of Ne and Z !,

but it does not allow an accurate measurement of their masses.

To further enhance the sensitivity for the low values of rZ , one should search for final
states consisting of two high-pT hadronic jets having a large electromagnetic component
and matching a high-pT track in the inner detector. In order to simulate such a situation
with the ATLFAST code, we first search for two electrons with pT > 100 GeV/c at
the generator level and, for each of them, we look for the closest hadronic jet in the
ATLFAST output. Then, we combine the two selected jets, demanding that their
transverse energies be greater than 1 TeV, in order to reconstruct the Z ! boson. None of
the background A events survive these cuts. As for the background B, the invariant mass
of the two jets with a large electromagnetic component is usually very close to mWR so it
does not significantly a"ect the sensitivity for Z !.

For a discovery, one must have S # 10 and the signal must exceed 5 statistical fluctuations
of the physics background (i.e. S/

!
B # 5) in the selected mass window. With 300 fb"1

of integrated luminosity, the discovery potential associated to the final states with two
jets having a large electromagnetic component is shown in open circles in Figure 4, while
the discovery potential corresponding to the final states with two isolated electrons and
four hadronic jets is shown in full circles. If one has rZ > 0.1, then the pp$ Z ! $ NeNe

process may be observed at the 5! confidence level, if the masses of Z ! and Ne are smaller
than 4.3 and 1.2 TeV/c2 respectively. For the lower values of rZ , the Z ! boson can be
observed up to masses of about 5 TeV/c2.
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Figure 4: Observability of pp $ Z ! $ NeNe at LHC in the ATLAS detector at the 5!
confidence level, for 300 fb"1 of integrated luminosity (see text for details).
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W’ Production
• W’ production rate not very 

dependent on couplings

• But interference with W 
important (and not in 
experimental studies)!

• Key in identifying W’ 
coupling helicity in fact

• (This plot is for e+MET 
transverse mass, which may 
not be a signature) 

35
Figure 1: Transverse mass distribution for the production of a 1.5 TeV W ! including interference
e!ects at the LHC displayed on both log and linear scales assuming an integrated luminosity of
300 fb"1. The lowest histogram is the SM continuum background. The upper blue(middle red)
histogram at MT = 600 GeV corresponds to the case of hW ! = !1(1).

9

T. Rizzo, hep-ph/0704.0235

V+A

V-A

(T. Rizzo, hep-ph/0704.0235)
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W’ → μν(R)

36

• SSM W’

• “Standard” MT plot  

• Discovery reach ~4.5 TeV 
with 10 fb-1

• Similar reach with 
electrons

• Note very different 
resolution effects in 
electrons vs muons

• Decay does not necessarily 
exist!

CMS TDR
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W’ → tb

37

• ATLAS fast simulation 
study

• Use of very high pT b-
tagging

• B meson decays outside 
first pixel layer!  

• High pT top (more later)

• Overall, could already 
make a (BR) statement 
very early on

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2006-003

Note: This is for WH

 from Little Higgs

30 fb-1
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W’ → WZ
• Require at least one of the W, 

Z to decay leptonically to 
suppress backgrounds

• Then use mass constraints to 
improve S/B further

• Cleanest channel is obviously 
when both decay leptonically 
(but BR only 1.4%)

• LR model study by ATLAS

• (Also a technicolor signature, 
probably at lower mass)
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W’ → WZ (2)
• If allow one boson to 

decay hadronically, 
higher BR (4.6/15%) 
but higher 
backgrounds

• Hadronically decaying 
boson has large boost, 
so jets are merged → 
rely on jet mass 

• W/Z + jets background 
not well known

39
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Exotic Quarks
• In most cases, existence of 

a Z’ requires existence of 
new fermions to cancel 
anomalies

• Exotic leptons or quarks

• Quarks could be pair-
produced, then decay

• D → Zd,  D → Wu

• Then require one or both  
W/Z to decay leptonically
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Figure 3: Invariant mass spectra of signal and backgrounds for different values of D quark mass in 2!+ 2 j+E/T
channel

Table 2: The expected number of events in the mass window around the peak and the statistical significance for

2!+2 j+E/T channel after the event selection cuts in equation set 3for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1 .
Mass (GeV) 600 800 1000

S 53 19 4

B 12 13 5

significance 15.3 5.3 2.1

M! !̄ = 90±20GeV
# jets " 2

pT jet " 150GeV

The resulting invariant mass plots for different D quark mass values are given in Fig. 3 for one year of LHC

data taking which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1. The solid histograms represent the events
originating from the SM background and the dashed ones from the signal. Both distributions were fitted separately to

reduce statistical fluctuations and to better estimate the total number of events in the histograms. The number of events

for both signal and background were computed by integrating the fit functions in the range of ±2! from the center
of the Gaussian fit to the signal peak. Table 2 contains the number of signal (S) and background (B) events together

with the signal significance calculated in this way for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1 . In this note, the signal
significance is calculated as S/

#
B if S+B> 25 , otherwise Poisson statistics are used to obtain the probability P, of

compatibility with the background. In the latter case the significance of the Gaussian distribution yielding the same

probability, P, is given.

2.2 Search using the 3!+2 j+E/T channel

This channel has one D quark decaying through a Z boson and another D quark decaying via aW boson, i.e. DD$
ZW j j final state. The Z boson is expected to be entirely reconstructed from two electrons or two muons. TheW boson

can also be partially reconstructed if a good measurement of missing ET can be achieved. The signal is sought in the

final state made of a pair of energetic leptons (electrons or muons), accompanied by a third high pT lepton (muon or

electron), two high pT jets and the missing transverse energy.

For the background studies, events consisting of the SM WZ+ 2 j processes were generated. The background
cross section before event selection is 2.30 pb from theW! case and 3.89 pb fromW+ case, summing up to 6.19 pb

with the generator level cuts in Eq. (2) except pT, p > 50 GeV. The composition of background final state and allowed

decay modes of Z and W bosons were chosen to be exactly the same as for the signal events. The other possible

background contributions due to misidentified or undetected leptons, such as ZZ+ 2 j or WW + 2 j events, will be
significantly suppressed due to the event selection: rather high transverse momentum cuts on jets and the requirement

of reconstructing both Z andW bosons in the same event.

Two cases were separately considered during the event selection for the lepton composition of the final state. These

two cases and the event selection cuts for a D quark mass of 600 GeV are:

A. the Z andW decays involving leptons of the same generation (electrons or muons) were selected using

#e= 3 or #µ = 3 (4)

B. the Z andW decays involving leptons of different generation (electrons or muons) were selected using

4

2l + 2j + MET channel
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Figure 12: Invariant mass reconstruction spectra of signal (shaded) and backgrounds for 2!+4 j channel

Table 5: The expected number of events in the mass window around the peak and the statistical significance for the

2!+4 j channel, after the cuts given in 7, for 100 fb!1 of integrated luminosity.
Mass (GeV) 600 800 1000

!M (D" Z/W jet) 120 GeV 140 GeV 160 GeV

S 133 18 2.5

B 9 3 2.8

significance 44.3 6.8 1.7

The sum of number of signal and background events from bothW and Z involving cases with calculated statistical

significance, corresponding to one LHC year at high luminosity is presented in Table 5. Numbers of events in the

signal and background events were calculated in the mass window of±2#!M around the respective mass peak in the

signal events. Since this decay channel has the biggest branching ratio among all D quark pair production processes,

despite the obvious challenge of multi-jet environment, the statistical significance seems sufficient to observeD quarks

up to a mass of around 800 GeV.

3 Results and Conclusions

The analysis presented here has shown that the lightest of the quarks predicted by the E6 GUT models can be dis-

covered in different decay channels if its mass is less than 1 TeV. By combining multiple channels from this study

and from the previous one [13], the discovery potential becomes higher and consequently the required luminosity

becomes lower. Table 6 shows the expected number of signal and background events from each channel and the total

significance after one year of running at nominal LHC luminosity of 100 fb!1 per year. To combine the significance
of the different channels, we have used a simple method. For each channel, after obtaining the probability of compat-

ibility with a background hypothesis using Poisson or Gauss statistics depending on the available number of events,

we calculated the total probability for background compatibility of all four considered channels. The total probability

was converted to significance assuming a normalized Gauss distribution. The top plot in Fig. 13 shows the combined

significance for 30 and 100 fb!1 of integrated luminosity as a function of the D quark mass. The same figure, on the

10

2l + 4j channel

(Z → νν)

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2007-012
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Extra Dimensions

41
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Extra Dimensions
• A promising approach to quantum gravity consists in 

adding extra space dimensions: string theory

• Additional space dimensions are hidden, presumably 
because they are compactified

• Radius of compactification usually assumed to be at 
the scale of gravity, i.e. 1018 GeV

• In the late 90’s people realized they may be much larger

42

Source: PhysicsWorld
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“ADD”
• Original “large extra 

dimension” scenario (developed 
by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos 
and Dvali): 

• Standard model fields are 
confined to a 3+1 dimensional 
subspace (“brane”)

• Gravity propagates in all 
dimensions

• Gravity appears weak on the 
brane because only felt when 
graviton “goes through”
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ADD Signatures
• Edges of extra dimensions identified
➡  Boundary conditions

➡ Momentum along extra dimension is quantified

• Looks like mass to us

• Very small separations → looks like continuum

• Called Kaluza-Klein tower

• Coupling to single graviton very weak, but there are 
lots of them! 

• Large phase space → observable cross-section 

• Impacts all processes (graviton couples to energy-momentum)

44
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• Consider processes that involve the bulk (i.e. 
gravitons)

• Translational invariance is broken

➡  Momentum is not conserved ...

• ... because graviton disappears in bulk right away

• Look for p p → jet + nothing (i.e. ET), or deviations 
in high mass/angular behavior in                               
standard model processes

• Graviton has spin 2! 

• Limit size of ED at ~1 TeV

45
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Warped Extra Dimensions
• “Simple” Randall-Sundrum model:

• SM confined to a brane, and gravity propagating in an 
extra dimension

• As opposed to the original ADD scenario, the metric in 
the extra dimension is “warped” by a factor exp(-2krcφ)

• (Requires 2 branes)

46
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Hierarchies
• Physics on a curved gravitational background:

• Scales depend on position along extra dimensions

• UV brane scale is MPl = 2 x 1018 GeV

• IR brane scale is MPl e-kL ~ 1 TeV if kL ~ 30

• If were to localize Higgs on IR brane, naturally get 
EW scale ~ 1TeV (from geometry!)

47

Hierarchies from X-Dim’s
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k is the spacetime curvature
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Physics on a curved gravitational background has unusual properties

Scales depend on position along extra dimension

UV brane characterized by MPl = 2 ! 10
18

GeV

IR brane characterized byMPl e
!kL

! 1 TeV (if kL ! 30)

If Higgs localized on IR brane ! (EW scale from geometry!)!H" # TeV
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Flavor
• Interesting variation has fermions located along the 

extra dimension

• Fermion masses generated by geometry

• Heavier fermions are closer to IR brane, and gauge boson 
excitations as well

• Gauge boson excitations expected to have masses in the 3-4 TeV 
range (bounds from precision measurements)

• Flavor changing determined by overlap of fermion “wave 
function” in the ED

• Nice suppression of FCNC etc.

48
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Gauge Boson Excitations
• Excitations of the gauge 

bosons are very promising 
channels for discovery

• Couplings to light fermions 
are small

• Small production cross-
sections

• Large coupling to top, WL, 
ZL

• Look for tt, WW, ZZ 
resonances (that can be wide)
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New Experimental Phenomenology
• Possibility to produce heavy 

resonances decaying to top 
quarks, W and Z bosons 

• Heavy objects with momentum >> 
mass

• Decay products collimated

• For leptonic W/Z decays, not a big 
issue since we measure isolated 
tracks very well

• But hadronic decays lead to jets, 
which are intrinsically wide

50

An Event at different experimental/theoretical levels

Calorimeter level:
calorimeter towers

Hadron level:
sprays of long lived observable particles

Parton level 1:
resummed pQCD
outgoing partons after showering

Parton level 2:
fixed order pQCD
outgoing partons on matrix element level

Tanju Gleisberg Atlas tutorial, CERN, 02. 06. 2006 – p.3
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Top Quark Decays
• Simulated decays:

• dR = √(Δη2 + Δφ2)

• Typical jet radius ~0.5

• LHC calorimeters have 
granularity 0.1 x 0.1 or 
better

• For top pT > ~200 GeV

• dR (qq from W) < 2 Rjet

• dR  (bW) < 2 Rjet

• (No isolated lepton!)
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Jet Structure

52

• Decay hadrons reconstructed as a single jet

• But even if it looks like a single jet, it originates from a 
massive particle decaying to 2/3 hard partons, not one

• If I measured each of the partons in the jet 
perfectly, I would be able to:

• Reconstruct the “originator’s” invariant mass

• Reconstruct the direct daughter partons

• But

• quarks hadronize -> cross-talk

• my detector can’t resolve all individual 
hadrons

Why do we need Jet Algorithms?

Interesting physics takes place in the interaction of highest energetic particles

This part can be well described perturbatively
However: partons produced can not
be observed directly
! soft and collinear showering
! confinement to hadrons
! subsequent hadron decay
Finally only long-lived hadrons
will be observed!
The jet algorithm should relate those
measurements to theoretical analyses

Need a precise definition of the algorithm
(to be used by theory and experiment)
Different algorithms correspond to different
observables and give different results!

Tanju Gleisberg Atlas tutorial, CERN, 02. 06. 2006 – p.2
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• kT jet algorithm is much better suited to 
understand jet substructure than cone:

• Cone maximizes energy in an η x φ cone

• kT is a “nearest neighbor” clusterer

• Can use the kT algorithm on jet 
constituents and get the y-scale at which 
one switches from 1 -> 2 (-> 3 etc.) jets

• scale is related to mass of the decaying particle

“YSplitter”

53

Overview: Jet-Algorithms

cone-type

maximizes
energy
inside a
! ! "-cone

simple cone
midpoint
seedless cone

cluster-type

clusters
nearest
neighbours Kt

Tanju Gleisberg Atlas tutorial, CERN, 02. 06. 2006 – p.6

Overview: Jet-Algorithms

cone-type

maximizes
energy
inside a
! ! "-cone

simple cone
midpoint
seedless cone

cluster-type

clusters
nearest
neighbours Kt

Tanju Gleisberg Atlas tutorial, CERN, 02. 06. 2006 – p.6

Cone

kT
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• Applied to high pT WW scattering:

• What about top?

54

QCD (J5)

W jets
QCD (J5)

Z→ jet
W→jet

 - kT jet algorithm, with R = 0.5
 - Cuts applied :  pT(jet) > 300 GeV, 
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Z’ → tt

55

M(Z’) = 2 TeV
M(Z’) = 3 TeV
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• All distributions drop off 
exponentially, as expected

• Look at correlations to 
separate signal & 
background

56

Light Jets
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Correlations
• In principle, multivariate tool is the best choice

• But then want to optimize for a particular signal

• Here, chose to take a more conservative approach:

• 2-D cuts, get good S/B over large top “monojet” pT range

57

Light Jets Z’
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Example Cuts
Blue: Light Jets

Red: Z’• Cuts in:

• jet mass vs pT

• YScale 1-2 vs YScale 2-3

• YScale 2-3 vs YScale 3-4

• YScale 1-2 vs jet mass

• YScale 2-3 vs jet mass

• YScale 3-4 vs jet mass

• Optimized “by eye”
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Result

59

January 3, 2008 – 09 : 55 DRAFT 14

Table 1: Selection efficiencies for various jet transverse momenta for jets reconstructed close to top

quarks in the signal samples and in the background samples.

Jet pT (GeV) 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

Top Samples (%) 5.6 19 32 37 47 45 56 64 63 68 74

Background Samples (%) 0.1 0.5 1.3 2.5 4.2 4.7 7.1 7.4 9.8 12.8 10.2

• YScale 1-2 as a function of jet mass, and here we choose to impose

YScale12( jet) < (11/16)mass( jet)! (55/8). (6)

This is illustrated in Figure 17.

• YScale 3-4 as a function of jet mass, but now to reduce the high mass background contribution:

YScale34( jet) > (4/23)mass( jet)! (588/23). (7)

This is illustrated in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Distribution of YScale34 as a function of jet mass for the background (blue) and signal (red)

samples. Events are required to lie above the line.

The resulting selection efficiency for jets close to high pT top quarks (as defined in section 4.1) in the

signal samples and jets in the background samples, as a function of jet transverse momentum are shown

in Figure 19. Numerical values at various transverse momenta are given in Table 1. It is important to

state again that the cuts were not optimized for a particular region in phase space, and that in principle

it should be possible to improve on this result using a multivariate tool. The aim of this study is to

estimate achievable efficiencies and the approach was chosen to maximize clarity. A specific analysis

will optimize the cuts for the relevant region in phase space after consideration of the other objects in the

event useful in the rejection of backgrounds.

Efficiencies
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So Much More....
• Many other interesting models/signatures

• Technicolor

• UED, 6DSM

• Heavy top/bottom partners with charge 5/3, 2/3, -1/3

• Some interesting studies made at Les Houches

• Proceedings out soon

• Of course, with real data it’s all a lot harder
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Conclusions
• We have strong reason to believe something is on the 

horizon

• Hopefully something more interesting than a Higgs boson

• Many possibilities beyond the Higgs

• With SUSY we may not gain much knowledge

• Other models may tell us more about the origin of particle 
properties

• But be patient... it’s probably not right around the 
corner (of course, the c.o.m. increase at LHC is 
spectacular)
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